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Abstract

The depolarization parameter Dnv¡ in elastic proton scattering off UB at an energy of 150 MeV

has been measured in the angular range 5° < Qan < 31°. Significant deviations of Dnn> from unity

were observed starting around a center-of-mass angle of 23°. The observed angular distribution

of Dnni will be described in the framework of a fully microscopic distorted-wave analysis using

a folding potential to generate distorted waves from the nuclear ground-state density and from a

recent density-dependent parameterization of the effective nucleón-nucleón interaction. The same

kind of analysis has been applied to datasets of Dnni in elastic scattering off 13C and off 15N which

are available in the literature. The agreement of the fully microscopic analysis with the data is

comparable or, in the case of 11B, slightly better than what is achieved with the conventional

calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The description of elastic scattering of protons from some target nucleus in a DWBA

framework requires an optical potential to convert the incoming and outgoing plane waves

into distorted waves. To describe this in a model, distorted waves are either generated from a

phenomenological optical potential (semi-microscopic approach) or from a folding potential

which is calculated from the ground-state density of the nucleus and the effective interac-

tion between the projectile and the nucleons inside the target nucleus (fully microscopic

approach). The latter approach avoids ambiguities which come about in the determination

of the free parameters of the phenomenological optical potential [1], but requires sophis-

ticated models of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction to give realistic results for the

observables of the scattering process [2]. The methods to perform the folding and proper

antisymmetrization of the projectile and target nucleons are contained in the code DWBA98

[3]-

Two approaches are taken to describe the interaction of the projectile with the target

nucleons for use in actual calculations. In the distorted-wave impulse approximation (DWIA)

which builds upon the single-scattering approximation, all effects of the nuclear medium on

the interaction are neglected. This approximation is believed to become valid at projectile

energies exceeding 150 MeV [4]. In some cases, however, medium effects due to Pauli

blocking are known to play a role also at higher energies. Parameterizations of the free

nucleon-nucleon r-matrix for use in actual calculations have among others been developed

by Franey and Love [4, 5].

A way to include medium effects in the description of nucleon-nucleon scattering is given

by Brueckner's {/-matrix which is defined by the Bethe-Goldstone equation. Several param-

eterizations of effective interactions based on the {/-matrix are available for use in distorted-

wave calculations. These are either developed from the Paris-NN potential [6], as is the case

for the parameterizations of Von Geramb [7] and Dortmans and Amos [2], or from the Bonn-

NN potential [8] which has been used by Nakayama et al. [9]. As mentioned and extended

on in the previous paper [10], the density-dependent interaction recently developed by the



Melbourne group [11, 12] works very well for the description of elastic scattering data.

In the fully microscopic approach, the nucleus is described in terms of the shell model

and nuclear excitations are viewed upon as particle-hole formation caused by the interaction

of the projectile with the individual nucleons of the target. The properties of the initial and

final nuclear states of the reaction are represented by shell-model wave functions which can

be calculated with computer codes like OXBASH [13].

Target nuclei with a non-zero ground-state spin, such as n B with Jn = 3/2", allow for

higher-order multipole contributions to the elastic scattering. These higher-order contribu-

tions contain spin-flip parts which cause the depolarization parameter Dnni to deviate from

unity. Measurements of depolarization effects in elastic scattering have, among others, been

performed by Von Przewoski et al. [14] and Nakano et al. [15]. The theoretical description

of the observed effects has up to now been attempted either in a completely phenomenolog-

ical way, by adding spin-spin terms to the optical-model potential which are then adjusted

to reproduce the observed depolarization effects or in a semi-microscopic approach, where

the A J = 0 contribution to the transition is described by a phenomenological optical poten-

tial and the higher-multipole contributions follow from a microscopic DWBA analysis using

one-body transition densities from a shell-model calculation.

In the present work we will describe the measurement of the depolarization parameter

Dnni for the elastic scattering of 150 MeV polarized protons on n B . It should be stressed

that both elastically scattered protons and inelastically protons scattered from a particular

target in this experiment (either n B or C) were obtained using the same settings of the

whole setup, i.e. ion source, accelerator, beam tune, spectrometer and detector system.

The only things changed were targets (alternating the HB and carbon targets), spin states

(up, down or off) or the spectrometer angles and thereby the magnetic field settings of the

spectrometer.

As the results obtained for the inelastic excitation of the n B nucleus and most of the

experimental details have been presented in the earlier paper [10], we will describe in section

III only those experimental conditions which are relevant for the present work. The results

for the elastic scattering data are shown in section IV; for some of the stronger inelastic



transitions, however, spin-transfer coefficients have been discussed in Ref. {10] and will only

be touched upon briefly. In section V the method will be explained for the calculation of the

depolarization using a microscopic analysis and a semi-microscopic analysis. Finally section

VI presents a summary. But first, the concept of spin observables will be introduced briefly

in section II.

II. POLARIZATION PARAMETERS

The general treatment for the relations between spin-transfer coefficients is described in,e
detail by Ohls<t>n [16]; the specific case for the present setup is given in Ref. [17]. Here we

only show the basic formulae relevant for this analysis. The differential cross section 1(8, 0)

for a polarized beam is given by -" ]^£Hj\P^'> V I-' "

(1)

with IQ(8) the cross section for an unpolarized beam and Ai(6) is the analyzing power for the

ith component of the incoming polarization/ The components of the outgoing polarization

Pji are given by ' <v̂ ^
3

i=\

where Pj' is the j t h component of the induced polarization which would be obtained by the

scattering of an unpolarized beam and Diy is the polarization transfer coefficient connecting

the ith component with the j t h component of the incoming and outgoing polarization vectors,

respectively. Values for Ai(8) vary between 0 and 1, values for Pj> and A j ' between +1 and

- 1 .

Looking at equations 1 and 2 it seems that there are in total 15 spin observables (three

analyzing powers Ai, three induced polarizations Pj> and a 3 x 3 matrix of spin transfer co-

efficients Diji). Some of them, however, drop out if one considers that the strong interaction

conserves parity. On basis of this argument one finds that the following quantities have to
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be zero:

(3)

> — Dn = 0

reducing equations 1 and 2 to

(4)

and

Pn'

\Pl>

I(0,<f>) = Io(

0

Pn

0

\ \
Ps

Pn

\

(5)

Dss> 0 Dls,

0 Dnn, 0

v u / \ Dsi' 0 -D»' I \ Pi I

Finally, it can be shown that for elastic scattering, which is invariant under time reversal,

one has the following equalities:

n = Pn' > (6)

An important quantity for polarization transfer experiments is the transverse spin-flip prob-

ability Snni which is denned by

Snn' — « ( 1 ~~ Dim') • (7)

It ranges from 0 to 1 and is a direct measure of the spin-flip contribution to the cross section.

Once the beam polarization and the outgoing polarization, produced in a particular

nuclear reaction, have been established, it is possible to extract some of the spin observables

contained in equation 5. To do this, the dependence of the measured polarizations on the

spin observables in the laboratory system has to be known. As explained in Ref. [17], the

following relation for spectrometer angles 9 > 10°, can be deduced:

Py n/— (8)

which allows an extraction of Dnn> and Pn> from any two measurements with different incom-

ing polarizations. Here p*y is the induced polarization summed over the azimuthal acceptance

goveriied by the angle </> of the spectrometer and the sum runs over all events N.



III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA REDUCTION

As described in the earlier paper [10], the data were obtained during a running period

of 5 days using the AGOR facility of the KVI. To obtain a polarized ion beam, the atomic-

beam source POLIS [18] was used. Elastically (and inelastically) scattered protons were

momentum analyzed with the Big-Bite Spectrometer (BBS) [19] and detected in the Eu-

ROSUPERNOVA detection system, which consists of a focal-plane detection system (FPDS)

and a focal-plane polarimeter (FPP), both described in Refs. [17, 20]. The analysis of the

elastic data presented in this paper, was performed in exactly the same way as the treatment

of the inelastic data shown in the previous paper [10].

To be able to measure vector as well as tensor polarizations the in-beam polarimeter

(IBP) [21] of the KVI is made up of 16 detectors grouped into four planes at -45°, 0°,

45° and 90° around a CH2 or CD2 target. The four detectors of a plane are set up as

pairs matching certain kinematic conditions to measure the ejectile and the recoil particle of

either proton-proton or proton-deuteron reactions in coincidence. By measuring differences

in the coincidence rates of particles scattered to the left and to the right in the detector

planes it is possible to deduce the polarization of the incoming beam if the analyzing power

Ay of the reaction is known. Instrumental asymmetries are determined by measurements

with a completely unpolarized beam and are corrected for in the calculation of the beam

polarizations. In this experiment, the IBP was set up to detect proton-proton coincidences.

The analyzing power for proton-proton scattering can be obtained from the NN-Online

facility of the University of Nijmegen [22] which performs calculations based on nucleon-

nucleon potentials described in Ref. [23]. Pairs of coincident detectors were placed at 19.0°

and 69.6° scattering angle (corresponding to a center-of-mass angle of 39.7°) selecting the

maximum value Ay = 0.222 of the analyzing power for 150 MeV protons.

To reduce measurement errors induced by changes in the beam profile at the target

position, a spot target was used consisting of a 100 mg/cm2 CH2 foil with a diameter of 2

mm placed on a 4 /xm thin aluminum backing. Unfortunately, the target had a substantial

impact on the beam quality leading to background problems in the BBS detectors. It was,
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therefore, decided to measure the beam polarization in regular intervals in between the BBS

measurements and not use the IBP and the BBS simultaneously.

To correct for instrumental assymetries in the IBP setup, these were determined in runs

where an unpolarized beam was used. Such a beam can be obtained from an atomic-

beam source if all transition units are switched off and, in addition to this condition, also

the hexapole magnet, which focuses the beam inside this ion source,is switched off. The

instrumental asymmetries (see Figure 1) determined in the unpolarized runs were used as

corrections in the calculation of polarization values. Figure 2 shows the normal and sideways

component of the beam polarization for the three spin states of the ion source obtained

during these measurements. The beam polarization obtained in the spin-off mode of POLIS

(in which only the transition units are switched off) has a non-zero value. This is consistent

with findings with a similar source at Saturne [24] and is the reason to perform hexapole-off

measurements instead of using the spin-off data as reference for the calculation of the other

spin states.

The changes in the measured polarization over time can not be attributed only to the ion

source because this would not explain rises of as much as 5% above the mean value. Instead

the observed fluctuations must be due to a combination of real polarization changes and

geometrical effects caused by components located upstream of the IBP. At this time it is

not clear which components have added to these fluctuations. For the present analysis it is

assumed that there is one value for the polarization of each spin state and the fluctuations

seen in the data are taken into account by increasing the error bar on the data points so

that the x2 value of the mean is taken to be one. The resulting polarization values and

total errors for the three spin states are listed in Table I. The sideways component of the

beam polarization, though not consistent with zero for the spin-up and spin-off states, is

very small and will be neglected in the analysis.

The method applied to determine proton polarizations in the FPP, is the measurement

of an asymmetry in the azimuthal distribution of a secondary scattering of the protons in a

graphite analyzer. This requires that the particle tracks before and after the analyzer are

reconstructed on an event-per-event basis. From the resulting angular distribution one can
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calculate the transverse components of the outgoing polarization using an estimator formal-

ism, provided that the inclusive proton-carbon analyzing power AC(6C), at the particular

proton energy and particular secondary-scattering angle 6C, is known.

Because the polarization is calculated from an asymmetry measurement, care has to

be taken to correct for possible instrumental asymmetries inherent to the detector setup.

The results of this detailed analysis and the determination of the inclusive proton-carbon

scattering analyzing power AC(8C) will be described elsewhere [17]. A number of software

cuts were set on the data obtained from the polarimeter. These were a cut on the cone

for scattering of the protons in the graphite analyzer (5° < 6C < 25°), a cut on the solid-

angle acceptance of the spectrometer (the polar scattering angle 8 was limited to 1.5°, the

azimuthal scattering angle <j> was limited to: |</>| < 15°). For inelastic transitions, however,

the limit on the polar angle acceptance was released, but the cut on the azimuthal angle

was maintained. In addition, for all data, limits were set on the vertex reconstruction for

the scattering of the protons in the graphite analyzer; these last cuts reject in total about

16% of the acquired data for secondary scattering angles larger than 4° [171.

Because there can be substantial changes in the cross sections and analyzing powers over

the area covered by the BBS, average values

0 = 4E*>^=TF£^)> (9)
•'* ev. en.

have been used for the scattering angle and the analyzing power of the reaction at a particular

spectrometer angle.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the resulting distributions of Dnn> and Pn> — An for elastic scattering from

12C and n B and an example of the angular distribution obtained for one of the inelastic

transitions in n B . Elastic-scattering data provide a test of the validity of the analysis proce-

dure through the relations Pn> - An = 0 and Dnn> = 1 (and therefore Snn> — 0). The latter

is only fulfilled for nuclei with a zero ground-state spin or for nuclei with a non-zero ground-

state spin at small scattering angles, where higher multipolarities in the reaction can be
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neglected. The measured distributions for elastic scattering exhibit small offsets from these

values, which are consistently observed both in 12C and U B (see table II).

There are several sources of systematic uncertainties which might cause these offsets.

Systematic errors in the beam polarizations have an important impact because the incom-

ing polarization enters twice in the calculation of the spin observables. This occurs directly

via equation 8 and indirectly via the analyzing power of the reaction, which is calculated

from measured cross sections and beam polarizations. Other possible causes for system-

atic uncertainties are the parameterization of the effective proton-carbon analyzing power

and remaining instrumental asymmetries of the device which can not be corrected by the

procedures discussed in Ref. [17]. As the observed offsets are small (in case of the spin-

flip probability Snn< they lie between 1% and 2%) and can be subtracted from the angular

distributions of the spin observables, they pose no problem for the interpretation of the data.

V. COMPARISON WITH CALCULATIONS

A Elastic scattering from U B

Figure 4 shows the results of semi-microscopic DWBA calculations of the cross section,

analyzing power and depolarization parameter of the elastic nB(p,p) reaction at 150 MeV.

The optical-model parameters needed for the calculation have been obtained from Ref.

[25]. Although this parameter set is originally intended for elastic proton scattering from

12C, it gives a much better fit to the measurements than the parameters which have been

derived for the U B case by Geoffrion et al. [26]. The calculation gives a good fit to the

cross section and, in the angular region $cm < 30°, also to the analyzing power. This

is, of course, to be expected, as the optical-model parameters are fitted to give a good

reproduction of these observables. A real test of the model is provided by the depolarization

parameter whose angular distribution is, except for the last data point, reproduced by the

semi-microscopic calculation (the experimental data on the depolarization parameter Dnnt

have been corrected for the offset given in table II).



The results of the fully microscopic analysis, using (0 + 2)/ku shell-model wave functions,

are presented in Figure 5. There is a very good agreement between the calculated and mea-

sured differential cross section. In case of the analyzing power the features of the distribution

are reproduced while the magnitudes of the maxima are not described correctly. The over-

estimation of the second maximum is also observed in the semi-microscopic calculation and

might be due to deficiencies in the predicted analyzing powers of the higher-order multipole

contributions. The angular distribution of the depolarization parameter Dnni is correctly

reproduced over the complete measured region.

Both types of calculations predict that the largest contribution to the observed depolar-

ization effect comes from the octupole part (AJ = 3) of the transition. It is unfortunate that

no data points are available at larger scattering angles to fix the position of the maximum of

the distribution. For the n B case, it can be concluded that the fully microscopic approach

gives a valid description of the observables of the elastic scattering process.

B Elastic scattering from 13C and 15N

To verify the conclusions of the last section two more cases known from literature have

been studied, namely 13C and 15N both having a ground-state spin J* = 1/2". In these

cases only the dipole (A J = 1) part of the transition can change the spin orientation of the

projectile and the observable depolarization effects are therefore expected to be smaller.

The elastic 13C(p,p) reaction has been measured by Von Przewoski et al. at an incoming

proton energy of 72 MeV [14]. Data obtained in this experiment are shown together with the

results of a fully microscopic analysis in Figure 6. The results of a semi-microscopic analysis

of the depolarization effect, which has been published by Von Przewoski et al. together with

the experimental data, is indicated by the dotted line in the lower right plot of the figure.

Except for a small shift in the calculated angular distributions of about 5°, which might be

due to the use of a different harmonic oscillator parameter, the two approaches give similar

results.

The 15N case has been studied by Nakano et al. [15, 27] at an incoming proton energy of
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65 MeV and angular distributions of the analyzing power and the depolarization parameter

have been published. Semi-microscopic calculations of the depolarization have been per-

formed by Von Przewoski et al. [14] and are compared to the results of a fully microscopic

analysis in Figure 7. The observed effect is much stronger than for 13C and in contrast

to the UB and 13C cases there are large discrepancies between the experimental data, the

result of the fully microscopic calculation and the semi-microscopic approach. The size of

the observed effect is explained by Von Przewoski et al. with the special structure of the 15N

nucleus, which has a transverse form factor that is about ten times larger than for 13C [28].

The large difference between the fully microscopic and the semi-microscopic calculations at

angles 9cm > 40° may have several origins: 1) Inappropriate optical-model parameters in the

semi-microscopic calculations. Von Przewoski et al. note that the optical-model parameters

applied in the calculation have been extrapolated from nearby nuclei and have not been

obtained from a fit to 15N data directly. 2) Differences in the nuclear wave functions applied

in the two calculations. 3) Shortcomings in the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction at large

g-transfers.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The analysis procedures developed in Ref. [17] have been put to the test by analyzing

elastic proton scattering from 12C, where the extracted spin-flip probability Snni and the

difference between the induced polarization and the analyzing power \Pn> — An\ should be

zero. Both measured quantities exhibit a small offset from this prediction. The offset

is less than 2% for Snn' (allowed range: 0 < Snni < 1) and below 2.5% for \Pni — An\

(allowed range: \Pni — An\ < 2). There are several possible sources for the observed offsets.

Systematic uncertainties in the measured beam polarizations have an important impact, as

the incoming polarization enters twice into the extraction of spin observables. Other possible

systematic uncertainties may arise from shortcomings in the parameterization of the inclusive

p-C analyzing power or from remaining instrumental asymmetries which cannot be corrected

for by the procedures discussed in Ref. [17].
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Two different approaches have been taken to describe elastic scattering off n B and off

two other nuclei with a non-zero ground-state spin, namely 13C and 15N. The non-zero spin

of these nuclei allows for higher-order multipole contributions to the elastic scattering pro-

cess which cause the depolarization parameter Dnn> to deviate from unity. Conventional,

'semi-microscopic' calculations, where the distorted waves are generated from a phenomeno-

logical optical potential, were compared to fully microscopic calculations, applying a folding

potential to generate distorted waves. As the semi-microscopic calculations by definition

give a good description of cross sections and analyzing powers, the comparison is based on

the observed depolarization effects in the above mentioned nuclei.

Experimental data and semi-microscopic calculations for 13C and 15N have been taken

from Refs. [14, 15, 27]. For U B and 13C the fully microscopic analysis gives a similar or, in

the case of n B , slightly better description of Dnni than the semi-microscopic calculations. For

15N neither of the two calculations matches the data, with the fully microscopic calculation

underestimating the effect and the semi-microscopic approach overestimating it. The reasons

for the observed discrepancies in the 15N case are unclear and might be an interesting subject

for additional experimental and theoretical investigations. From the comparison of the two

types of calculations it may be concluded that, by using state-of-the-art parameterizations of

the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction, one can avoid the use of phenomenological optical

potentials and the ambiguities related to the determination of their parameters.
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FIG. 1: Asymmetries measured in the four IBP planes during the five-day period of the

experiment.
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FIG. 2: Normal and sideways components of the beam polarization measured during the

five-day period of the experiment.
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FIG. 3: Measured distributions of Dnn< and Pn< — An for elastic scattering from 12C (upper

panel), HB (middle panel) and for the transition to the 3/2" state at 5.020 MeV in n B

(lower panel). Solid lines indicate the results of microscopic DWBA calculations, which

will be discussed in section V for elastic scattering and in Ref. [10] for inelastic scattering,

respectively.
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FIG. 4: Semi-microscopic calculation of the nB(p,p) elastic-scattering cross section, analyz-

ing power and depolarization parameter applying a set of optical-model parameters obtained

from Ref. [25]. The 'Orsay-68' data-set is taken from Ref. [26].
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FIG. 5: Fully microscopic calculation of the nB(p,p) elastic-scattering cross section, an-

alyzing power and depolarization parameter. The 'Orsay-68' data-set is taken from Ref.

[26].
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FIG. 6: Elastic scattering of 72 MeV protons from 13C. The experimental data and the

semi-microscopic calculation of the depolarization parameter are taken from Ref. [14].
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FIG. 7: Elastic scattering of 65 MeV protons from 15N. The experimental data have been

taken from Refs. [15, 27] and the semi-microscopic calculation of the depolarization param-

eter is taken from Ref. [14].
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TABLE I: Polarization values and errors of the three spin states produced by POLIS during

the experiment.

Spin

Spin

Spin

up

off

down

Pn

Ps

Pn

Ps

Pn

Ps

= 76.2

= -1.6

= 8.3

= -1.0

= -73.7

= -0.1

±1.6 %

±0.6 %

±0.8 %

±0.3 %

±1.7%

±0.4%

TABLE II: Offsets of the spin observables Dnni and Pni —An observed in the elastic scattering

data from 12C and n B .

Dun'

Snn'

•*~n' -"-n

1 2 C

0.97 ±

0.016 ±

0.035 ±

0.01

0.006

0.009 0.050 ± 0.007

n B (0 < 20°)

0.98 ±

0.010 ±

0.01

0.005
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